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error codes. ILOC = Interlock . Your filters were just clogged restricting flow through them.. Q: My
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FL, FL1, PS, Blinking Lights.OH: Overheat 108° F, spa is deactivated. FL: Flow. Pressure switch
not working; SN:. . FLO (flashing), Flow switch open circuit - Sundance/Spa Builders/ Balboa.
We sell everything for your spa and hot tub including spa accessories, air blowers, spa. If your
control panel is "Flashing" FLO or OH then these are the items to . The indicator light located on
the front cabinet panel of the spa is an early detection system. Proper flow of water is inhibited or
a flow switch has malfunctioned.Question - my sundance spa first went to FLO then went to OH
says temp - 2I. Find the answer to this and other Pool and Spa questions on JustAnswer.The
codes above are all related to flow issues or the pressure switch/flow switch and are the. OH,
OHH, OHS, OHt, HL, HiLi, Sn2, Sn3, tS, Ht, Blinking Lights.pd = Power supply, unit running on
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= Improper flow or pressure switch. . failure; For more information regarding Sundance tech
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Spa. I keep getting a OH reading on my display and it shuts down, is there a easy fix to this?.
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Overheat Protection (Heater is deactivated, pumps low speed is activated). COOL = Spa water is
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condition.Translate your spa or hot tub error messages and blinking indicator light codes.. Do not
use spa when temperature is flashing or the OH message is displayed. HLoH = Hi Limit Over
Heat. Hi limit. . Sundance Spa or Hot Tub Control Systems :. The Spa or Hot Tub Panel
Displays: FLO, FLC, FL, FL1, PS, Blinking Lights.OH: Overheat 108° F, spa is deactivated. FL:
Flow. Pressure switch not working; SN:. . FLO (flashing), Flow switch open circuit Sundance/Spa Builders/ Balboa. We sell everything for your spa and hot tub including spa
accessories, air blowers, spa. If your control panel is "Flashing" FLO or OH then these are the
items to . The indicator light located on the front cabinet panel of the spa is an early detection
system. Proper flow of water is inhibited or a flow switch has malfunctioned.Question - my
sundance spa first went to FLO then went to OH says temp - 2I. Find the answer to this and
other Pool and Spa questions on JustAnswer.The codes above are all related to flow issues or
the pressure switch/flow switch and are the. OH, OHH, OHS, OHt, HL, HiLi, Sn2, Sn3, tS, Ht,
Blinking Lights.pd = Power supply, unit running on battery backup; OH = Sensors reading 112118° F. OHH. One sensor has detected 110º F. Flo = Improper flow or pressure switch. . failure;
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We sell everything for your spa and hot tub including spa accessories, air blowers, spa. If your
control panel is "Flashing" FLO or OH then these are the items to . The indicator light located on
the front cabinet panel of the spa is an early detection system. Proper flow of water is inhibited or
a flow switch has malfunctioned.Question - my sundance spa first went to FLO then went to OH
says temp - 2I. Find the answer to this and other Pool and Spa questions on JustAnswer.The
codes above are all related to flow issues or the pressure switch/flow switch and are the. OH,
OHH, OHS, OHt, HL, HiLi, Sn2, Sn3, tS, Ht, Blinking Lights.pd = Power supply, unit running on
battery backup; OH = Sensors reading 112- 118° F. OHH. One sensor has detected 110º F. Flo
= Improper flow or pressure switch. . failure; For more information regarding Sundance tech
support click here . Mar 2, 2013 . How to deal with a flow reading on your hot tub. Locey Swim &
Spa. I keep getting a OH reading on my display and it shuts down, is there a easy fix to this?.
Sundance Spas ~Flow Switch Repair w/Cheap Hardware Store . Jan 22, 2010 . OH = Sensors
reading 112-118 Degrees. Flo = Improper flow or pressure switch malfunction. Cool = Water
temp 20. Sundance Spa, one of the largest spa manufacturers, uses the following error codes.
ILOC = Interlock . Your filters were just clogged restricting flow through them.. Q: My control
panel reads the error code “OH.. “OH” means there is an overheat condition.Translate your spa or
hot tub error messages and blinking indicator light codes.. Do not use spa when temperature is
flashing or the OH message is displayed. HLoH = Hi Limit Over Heat. Hi limit. . Sundance Spa
or Hot Tub Control Systems :. The Spa or Hot Tub Panel Displays: FLO, FLC, FL, FL1, PS,
Blinking Lights.OH: Overheat 108° F, spa is deactivated. FL: Flow. Pressure switch not working;
SN:. . FLO (flashing), Flow switch open circuit - Sundance/Spa Builders/ Balboa.
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accessories, air blowers, spa. If your control panel is "Flashing" FLO or OH then these are the
items to . The indicator light located on the front cabinet panel of the spa is an early detection
system. Proper flow of water is inhibited or a flow switch has malfunctioned.Question - my
sundance spa first went to FLO then went to OH says temp - 2I. Find the answer to this and
other Pool and Spa questions on JustAnswer.The codes above are all related to flow issues or
the pressure switch/flow switch and are the. OH, OHH, OHS, OHt, HL, HiLi, Sn2, Sn3, tS, Ht,
Blinking Lights.pd = Power supply, unit running on battery backup; OH = Sensors reading 112118° F. OHH. One sensor has detected 110º F. Flo = Improper flow or pressure switch. . failure;
For more information regarding Sundance tech support click here . Mar 2, 2013 . How to deal
with a flow reading on your hot tub. Locey Swim & Spa. I keep getting a OH reading on my
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Whirlpool. OH = Overheat Protection (Heater is deactivated, pumps low speed is activated).
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